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a b s t r a c t

Three innovations are proposed for dynamically varying the population size during the run
of the genetic programming (GP) system. These are related to what is called Dynamic Pop-
ulation Variation (DPV), where the size of the population is dynamically varied using a heu-
ristic feedback mechanism during the execution of the GP with the aim of reducing the
computational effort compared with Standard Genetic Programming (SGP). Firstly, previ-
ously developed population variation pivot functions are controlled by four newly pro-
posed characteristic measures. Secondly, a new gradient based pivot function is added to
this dynamic population variation method in conjunction with the four proposed mea-
sures. Thirdly, a formula for population variations that is independent of special constants
is introduced and evaluated. The efficacy of these innovations is examined using a compre-
hensive range of standard representative problems. It is shown that the new ideas do have
the capacity to provide solutions at a lower computational cost compared with standard
genetic programming and previously reported algorithms such as the plague operator
and the static population variation schemes previously introduced by the authors.

� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The automatic computational solution of problems has been central to Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning. In
his 1959 paper [43], Arthur Samuel posed the question of, ‘‘How can computers learn to solve problems without being explic-
itly programmed? In other words, how can computers be made to do what is needed to be done, without being told exactly
how to do it?” genetic programming (GP), which is an automatic domain-independent method, has addressed such questions
with a good measure of success. It has been applied in various branches of engineering and sciences including biomedical sci-
ence [17,19,21,35,44,47,53], classification tasks [14,27,31,49,50,54,55,57], navigation tasks [1,4,36], image processing and
pattern recognition [9,10,22,28,57], neural networks [1,7,36,39] and robotics [23,32,33,40], and in many other various appli-
cations and disciplines [8,12,18,20,34,40,41,45,46,51,56], to name but a few. However, one of the main drawbacks of GP has
been the often large amount of computational effort required to solve complex problems. Researchers have investigated var-
ious methods for overcoming this problem. This issue of computational effort was addressed in [26] by introducing a number
of different methods for improving GP execution time. While such investigations were mainly focused on the design and real-
ization of the GP platform from a software implementation point of view, many other researchers have considered techniques
to improve efficiency from the GP paradigms perspective. Some of these included the development of multi-objective meth-
ods for tree size control [11], the development of the island-model [15] controlling the bloat phenomenon and the Evolution-
ary Module Acquisition (MA) [3] and many other practices such as reported in [2,24,38,52], to name but a few.

Various researchers have investigated the effects of population size on the GP algorithm and have reported a relationship
between the population size and computational effort. A brief study on population size was conducted in [30], where the
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population size was altered prior to the GP run and was maintained at a constant level throughout the run. The study con-
cluded that larger population size M increased the cumulative probability P(M, i) of satisfying the success predicate of a prob-
lem for GP (for generations between generation 0 and generation i), as long as the population size was below the threshold at
which the cost of a larger population (in terms of individuals to be processed) outweighed the benefits it introduced. In
[16,29] the population size was varied during the run resulting in computational effort savings. In [16], the plague operator
was introduced, where the population size was reduced at a linear rate. It was shown that plague allowed a given fitness
level to be reached with a smaller computational effort. In [29], we introduced the population variation (PV) scheme, where
the population could be increased and/or decreased with a variable profile, where the increment or reduction of population
size could take on any flexible profile such as linear, exponential, hyperbolic, sinusoidal or even random. We demonstrated
that PV significantly improved performance and showed that the optimum profile was dependant on the problem domain,
which was ultimately driven by the fitness landscape. The two investigations mentioned above involved what can be re-
ferred to as static population variation in genetic programming. Static population variation employs a deterministic adapta-
tion approach using simple time-varying schedules, where the population size is varied according to a deterministic function
P(g). The function P(g) is the Population-Generation profile, which determines the total number of individuals (the popula-
tion size) at any generation g. One of the shortcomings of the static population variation scheme is that the population size is
varied by a blind deterministic function. It is more desirable to vary the population size in an informed way during the run.
Using a heuristic feedback mechanism, the population size can be dynamically varied by taking into account the actual pro-
gress of GP in solving the problem. Tomassini et al. [48] introduced a technique to dynamically vary the size of the popula-
tion during the execution of the GP system. The population size was varied ‘‘on the run” according to some particular events
occurring during the evolution. Table 1 clearly defines and summarizes the difference between population variation and dy-
namic population variation.

In this paper, we propose various new ways to dynamically vary the population size during the run of the GP system. Our
proposed approach, which we refer to as Dynamic Population Variation (DPV), extends the work of Tomassini et al. [48] and
proposes new modifications to it. We show in this paper that our proposed way of dynamically varying the population is
superior to Standard Genetic Programming (SGP), the plague operator [16], the dynamic population modification technique
in [48] and all the static PV schemes reported in [29]. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses dynamic pop-
ulation variation together with the proposed modifications and highlights previously published errors. The applications
which have been used in this study are briefly described in Section 3. In Section 4, experimental results are presented
and analysed for the proposed DPV approach and comparisons are made with the existing population variation method re-
ported in [48], SGP, plague operator and our previously documented population variation PV scheme, followed by conclu-
sions in Section 5.

2. Dynamic population variation

A technique to dynamically vary the size of the population during the execution of the GP system was introduced in [48].
According to this technique the population size is dynamically increased if the change in fitness improvement is less than
some functional value, called the pivot q as defined by (1)–(3), and reduced if this change is more than the pivot. The moti-
vation is to add new individuals when the GP system is reaching a stagnation phase and remove individuals when the GP
process is progressing well. The dynamic modification of the population size is described in [48] as a pseudo-algorithm,
which we summarize by (1)–(3), showing the respective calculations of the pivot functions. In the first pivot function (1),
the pivot is calculated by the main operation of division of the previous generation delta (D) function by the current gener-
ation delta (D) function, hence known as the DIV (Division) pivot function. In the second pivot function (2), the pivot is cal-
culated by the main operation of subtraction of the current generation delta function from the previous generation delta
function, hence known as the SUB (Subtraction) pivot function
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Table 1
Population variation vs Dynamic Population Variation.

Algorithm Acronym Description

Population variation PV It employs a deterministic adaptation using simple time-varying schedules. The population is changed using a
deterministic function. The population profile is known prior to the run, hence termed as ‘‘static”

Dynamic Population
Variation

DPV It employs a feedback mechanism. By using the actual progress made, the population profile is ‘‘dynamically”
changed during the run. The population profile is unknown prior to any given run
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